Effective as of 1.1.2021

Electricity distribution tariffs
VAT 0%
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General distribution tariff

The size of the main fuse may not exceed 3 x 63 A.
Time-of-day distribution tariff

The daytime distribution is valid from 7am to 10pm on all
days. The night-time distribution is valid at all other times.
The power charge is determined monthly according to the
third highest hourly power. During night-time 80 % of the
power is invoiced. The size of the main fuse is
max. 3 x 80 A.
Low- and medium-voltage power distribution tariff

The distribution fee for winter days is valid from 7am to
9pm from Monday to Friday between December and
February. At other times, the distribution fee for other
times will be valid. The power charge is valid in all months
of the year. The invoiced power is the highest average
hourly power of the month, metered between 7am and
9pm from Monday to Friday. Medium-voltage power
distribution is available at voltage levels of 10 kV and
20 kV. In low-voltage power distribution tariff, the
charged capacity of the reactive power input is the
highest reactive power input metered during the month,
deducted by either 40% of the highest active power
metered during the same month, or by at least
50 kvar. In medium-voltage power distribution tariff there
is no fee for reactive power input. The charged capacity of
the reactive power output is the highest reactive power
output metered during the month, deducted by 10% of the
highest active power metered during the same month.
Annual distribution tariff

0.07812

Electricity tax is levied on all electric energy distributed
to customers through the distribution network.
The excise tax on electricity and strategic stockpile fee
are included in the electricity tax charge. Electricity
consumption sites used for production purposes, data
center services or professional greenhouse cultivation
may register for electricity tax class II. Application
forms can be ordered from Customer Service. For
further information on the electricity tax, please
contact Finnish Tax Administration vero.fi.
* The tariffs including value added tax have been rounded to
two decimal places.
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An annual charge is collected for each site with a connection power of 40 W or part thereof. If the connection
power in question is not used around the clock, but its
control follows, e.g., the use of the public outdoor lighting
systems in Helsinki, the connection power used as an
invoice basis may be lowered in proportion to the reduced
time of use. The annual distribution product is intended for
consumption sites where the metering of electricity
cannot reasonably be arranged. In addition to annual
transmission, electricity tax is also charged. This is
determined on the basis of electrical energy consumed at
an output of 40 W.
Other terms and conditions

The products are optional for customers in the area of
Helen Sähköverkko Oy’s distribution network, subject to
the restrictions mentioned in the price list.
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